ACCURATE CONTROL

of Acidity or Alkalinity

can be obtained only by measuring the hydrogen ion concentration.

LaMotte Comparators and Testing Sets represent the most advanced development of equipment for making determinations by this method.

Send for our new brochure, containing an explanation, in simple language, of the meaning of hydrogen ion concentration and descriptions of the various LaMotte Sets.

LaMotte Chemical Products Co.
418 Light St. Baltimore, Md., U. S. A.

POSITION VACANT—Eastern University. Instructor or assistant professor in Chemical Engineering, nine months' service. Salary $2,500. Young man with Ph.D. degree preferred. Address, "M. S.," care of Science, 3939 Grand Central Terminal, New York, N. Y.

PHYSICIST—Ph.D., with fifteen years experience in university teaching and commercial research, desires new connection as professor of physics in a university or a first class college. Is qualified to manage the affairs of a department, and would expect to continue certain researches. Sixteen published papers. Location in Central States preferred. Apply care of "P.," Science, 3941 Grand Central Terminal, New York, N. Y.

THE MICROSCOPE

By SIMON H. GAGE, of Cornell University

Revised Edition (14th) Ready

The Old and the New in Microscopy, with a special chapter on Dark-Field Methods and their Application.

Postpaid, $5.00

COMSTOCK PUBLISHING CO., ITHACA, N. Y.

Hy-Speed Mixers

Clamp to any tank, operate from light circuit, mix all kinds of liquids. Also used for even temperature baths. Thousands in use.

Write for circular.

ALSOP ENGINEERING CO.

47 W. 69th St., New York

L686. Colored Flame Burner. A Bunsen burner, a vessel for solution and an atomizer are mounted together. The atomizer when attached to an air supply blows a fine spray of the solution in the gas, giving a bright, broad flame with the color characteristic of the salt used. The flame if viewed edgewise gives considerable intensity. All metal parts exposed to the solution are heavy porcelain enameled

$8.00

L575. Are Lamp with carbons in line. Distance adjustable with rack and pinion motion which displaces both carbons symmetrically

$14.00

L622. Support for Spark Terminals. The clips holding the metal electrodes are readily adjustable and are well insulated

$15.00

THE GAERTNER SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION

1201 Wrightwood Ave. Successor to Wm. Gaertner & Co. Chicago, U. S. A.
For Highest Attainable Vacuum

We Recommend

The Cenco¹ Supervac Pump Unit

With

Welded Steel Supervac² Pump

(Mercury vapor diffusion type)

This pump unit for high vacuum work is compactly arranged on a black enamelled base, as illustrated. A Cenco Hot-Cone Heater of special wattage is supplied for optimum rate of vaporization of mercury, and a Cenco-Hyvac Pump serves as a backing pump. It is the lowest priced all-metal mercury vapor pump assembly available. The final vacuum is of order of $10^{-6}$ mm, as with the Supervac Pump made of Pyrex.

The Unit with the Welded Steel Supervac Pump is offered for the selection of those who wish to avoid the hazard of breakage involved in the use of glass pumps.

¹ Trade Marks “Cenco” and “Supervac” registered U. S. Patent Office.
² Cenco Hyvac and Cenco Supervac Pumps patented and patents pending.

11006X PUMP, CENCO SUPERVAC OUTFIT, with Steel Supervac Pump .... $185.00

Note: In ordering specify voltage and kind of current (D. C. or A. C. and number of cycles).

11009 PUMP, STEEL SUPERVAC only, as used in above outfit .......... $65.00
THE NEW
KRACKE STAINING APPARATUS

THIS new type of metallic staining dish was designated by R. R. Kracke of Emory University to fill the need for an equipment to stain and counter-stain a quantity of bacteriological smears or tissue sections at one time. Fifty slides can be stained in a single operation without loss or deterioration of staining solution as this is run back into the stock bottle after each operation. Slides may be thoroughly and rapidly washed as the staining chamber can be directly connected to water faucet.

Where heat is desired, this is provided for by the ten micro burner flames from the perforated gas fitting mounted below the chamber. Slides can be labeled before staining, the labels remaining untouched by stains or reagents and not requiring transfer from one staining dish to another. Both slide rack and outer container are durably constructed of monel metal with cover.

Outer container 10 x 3 x 1½ inches with slide rack to accommodate fifty slides. See J. A. M. A., Vol. 87, No. 1, July 1926.

No. 15668 Kracke Staining Apparatus . . . . $20.00

Descriptive circular on Request

WILL CORPORATION

Products for Every Laboratory
Guaranteed Without Reservation

ROCHESTER, N.Y.